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Remote learning and Key Worker Parent Survey April 2021
Our parent survey closed towards the end of last week with 33 responses [67% of pupils].
Thank you to all those who responded. The results were as follows:

Parent survey results
Quality of the home
learning provided
Clarity of instructions
provided by staff
Frequency/regularity of
home learning
Variety of tasks across the
curriculum
Responsiveness and
communication from staff
to questions and queries
Support from staff during
this challenging time
Quality of key worker
provision in school

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

88%

9%

3%

88%

12*

94%

6%

85%

15%

97%

3%

97%

3%

55%

3%

[Each single response counts as 3%]

6%

Not
applicable

37%

The comments below, reflect the very many responses we received. Thank you very much
for your appreciation at this challenging time. I have passed on all your lovely comments
to the class teachers and teaching assistants in recognition of all their hard work.
We found both the home learning and key worker provision excellent and couldn't have
asked for anymore.
Not only was the school’s provision excellent but they responded to how the keyworker
children were feeling and adapted each day. They were flexible which was very
appreciated as a keyworker. Whole school was outstanding.

The home learning and feedback was excellent and the key worker provision which we
used in the later weeks was excellent. My son was made to feel safe and secure and we
felt supported as a family during a very uncertain time.
I literally couldn't have asked for more from the teacher during lockdown! She was
supportive, answered queries immediately, ran amazing zoom sessions to keep children
feeling connected and put so much effort into personalising the home learning and
enabling the children to access the learning (e.g voicing over every PowerPoint).

Lovely practical curriculum provided by the reception teachers! My daughter enjoyed
the tasks set and absolutely loved listening to the daily stories that the teachers took the
time to record and post! I feel that her phonics learning continued at a fabulous pace
due to the phonics videos that were sent through. Brilliant job done but all the staff at
Maids Moreton!

We felt highly supported & encouraged during home learning

Hard working and attentive staff were on hand to support and guide parents
throughout lockdown. My daughter enjoyed all of the tasks set for every lesson which
were clear and very simple to follow as a parent guiding the home learning.
Excellent support during the whole time. More than we could had ever ask for.
Staff made a brilliant effort to support everyone learning from home
The teachers were brilliant at adapting so quickly to online teaching and remote
learning, especially given the short notice by the government. As working parents, we

did find it tricky to complete all the tasks as there was a lot given every day and some
tasks took a couple of hours, which was difficult to accommodate whilst managing our
own workloads too. It certainly wasn't an easy time, fingers crossed we don't have to do
it again as we're sure the children are far happier at school!
I appreciate the hard times that we all had to encounter and the school did fantastic at
teaching during lockdown.
The regular zoom calls were great and kept the children in contact with one another
much more than during the first lockdown.
We were very pleased with the quality of the home learning and thank the teachers for
doing such a brilliant job. They were incredibly responsive and replied to all our
questions.

Many thanks for taking the time to respond to our survey and for your lovely comments.
Best wishes
Keira Ainsworth
Head Teacher.

